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ABSTRACT

Policy issues obstruct use of advanced traffic managementtechnology in Southern California.
Reliable equipmentfor electronic road pricing (ERP)is available that could establish a regionwide
network of high occupancyvehicle (HOV)facilities where single occupant users (SOV) buy access.
Private toll roads plan to use automaticvehicle identification (A VI), automatictoll collection (ATC),
and changeablemessagesigns to guide traffic into high-occupancy, buy-in lanes. Public agencies
oppose expansion of this technology to the regional HOVnetwork. Somehypothesize that the highoccupancy, toll (HOT)lanes would not promote ridesharing and related air quality objectives. This
paper tests this hypothesis by applying a multinomial log# modelto potential travel in one freeway
corridor where private, buy-in lanes are under construction. The hypothesis is not supported; free
HOVlanes can be converted to HOTlanes using advanced technology to achieve an increase in
averagevehicle occupancy(A VO). The effect on congestion is uncertain.

INTRODUCTION
Economists and policy analysts recommendthat charging for roads provides the only efficient
solution to highwaycongestion in urban areas. But this view is not widely shared, either by the
public whoresent being charged for a service that they believe they have already paid for, or by
public officials and involved citizens whoprefer solutions that mandateridesharing, expandtransit, or
build additional highways. Wepropose a solution to this dilemma by showing how a network
of High OccupancyVehicle (HOV)lanes could be converted to High OccupancyToll (HOT)lanes
congested urban areas.
Advancedtechnologies in traffic managementare required for the conversion. Automatic vehicle
identification (AVI) and electronic road pricing (ERP)allow very high, traffic volumesto use
lanes without delay. Moreimportantly, they allow tolls to be varied according to the demand.By
varying price with congestion (Congestion Pricing: CP), travelers are encouragedto rideshare
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during less congested(lower priced) periods, with the result that morevehicles and travelers can
accommodated.Public agencies are skeptical; somehave opposedHOTlanes, because they hypothesize
that HOT
lanes woulddiscourage ridesharing by reducing the travel time for SOVswhocould afford to
buy access.
The paper concludes with a test of this hypothesis in Southern California. On the Riverside Freeway
(State Route91), four toll lanes are underconstruction instead of HOV
lanes. Thetoll lanes, located
the medianof an eight-lane freeway,will provide travelers with the choice of conventionalfreewaylanes
or the less congested, toll lanes. The techniques of AVI,ERP,and CPwill all be employedto manage
traffic and maximizerevenuereceived from users of the toll lanes. To introduce the analytical section,
wefirst describe urban congestion and howridesharing and CPcan reduce congestion. Skepticismabout
the utility of CPis discussedto emphasizethe relevanceof the final section wherewesimulate travel in
the study corridor. If advancedtechnologies are to succeed, their benefits for traffic management
must
be explained.

URBAN CONGESTION
4

Highwayconstruction in the 39 largest U.S. urbanized are:as has not kept pace with increasing travel.
During the 1980s the numberof vehicle miles driven increased by 31 percent, while lane miles of
expresswayand arterial streets increased by only 14 percent (Downs,1992). Althoughrecent increases
in gasoline and sales taxes haveraised expenditureon roads to the level of the 1960s, there is still not
sufficient revenuefor both newconstruction and maintenanceof the existing system.
SouthernCalifornia is the most severely afflicted area. Hanksand Lomax(1990) constructed an index
of congestionby comparingdally vehicle miles traveled per lane mile to optimal capacity. Bytheir index,
the Los AngelesUrbanizedArea, whichincludes OrangeCounty, is the most congested metropolitan area
in the nation while the adjoining San Bernardino-Riversideand San Diegourbanized areas are almost as
congested as Chicago. A superb highwaynetworkhas been constructed in SouthernCalifornia, but it is
fouled by heavy travel demand. Hanksand Lomaxestimated that travel delays cost Los Angeles and
Orangecounty residents and business $6.8 billion in 1988. The loss to individuals is annoying,but the
loss to business relying on truck freight is moreserious becauseit impairs productivity growth.
Building a wayout of traffic congestion, although popular with highwayadvocates, is not practical in
California. Investmenthas been neglected for too long, becauseincreasing gasoline taxes is unpopular.
Between1967and 1982, for example,there was no increase in the fuel tax although annual vehicle miles
of travel almost doubled. Recent increases in fuel and sales taxes have financed reconstruction and
wideningof older facilities, but have been inadequate to cope with demand.Onlymanagement
solutions
can solve the dilemma.

RIDESHARING
Ridesharing has been the most eff~tive managementsolution. Although ridesharing embraces public
transit as well as van andcarpooling,wefocus on the latter becauseit leads to the test of our hypothesis
about average vehicle occupancy (AVO)in one highwaycorridor using advanced traffic management
techniques. Rideshafing in this limited connotation includes construction of HOVfacilities and
encouragement
of ridesharing through sponsorshipof trip matchingas welI as policies that require firms
and public agencies to achieve higher levels of AVO.
ExpandingHOVfacilities provides aa incentive for rideshadng as it allows long-distance, freeway
commutersto save time through congested ’°bottle necks." Oncethey re, covered from the disastrous
experience on the Santa Morfica Freeway, the California Departmentof Transportation (Caltrans) has
aggressively expandedHOV
facilities. With morethan 200 lane miles of HOV
available and another 400
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committed,Southern California has the largest HOV
system in the United States. Recent expansion in
Los Angeles and Orange counties is impressive. In 1993, 12.7 percent of the freeway miles had HOV
lanes, and proposedprojects will increase availability to 28.7 percent.
Regionalagencies have adoptedpolicies that encourageridesharing. The SouthernCalifornia Association
of Governments(SCAG),the metropolitan planning agency, requires all new highwayprojects
designed to achieve an AVOof 1.5 by 1999 as a condition for their inclusion in the regional
Transportation ImprovementProgram. As the current AVO
is below1.2, inclusion of HOV
lanes is the
only practical design alternative. Andthe South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD)
has
adopted Regulation XVrequiring employerswith morethan 100 employeesto develop rideshadng plans
and to take responsibility’for changing the commutingbehavior of their employees(Giuliano, Hwang,
and Wachs,1993).
Despite these policies, the potential benefits from ridesharing havenot been realized; ridesharing is
increasing slightly - from 13 to 14 percent of commute
trips in 1992- but 77 percent of commute
trips
are still madein Single OccupantVehicles (SOV).Themeantravel-time savings of 14 minutes, for users
of HOVlanes, has not been sufficient to persuade a higher proportion of drivers to forego the
convenience, flexibility, and comfort of driving alone. Of the respondents to a 1992 survey of all
commuterswhohave access to commuterlanes, only 28 "percent use them occasionally (Collier and
Christiansen 1993). Ridesharinghas increased, but not nearly to the extent anticipated.
Duringthe peak-of-the~peaktravel period, HOV
lanes are fully utilized. But during the shoulders of the
peak, whenother lanes are congested, manyHOV
facilities are undemtilized.This encouragesillegal use
by SOV,criticism of HOV
facilities, and the loweringof eligibility fromvehicles with three occupants
to those with two (HOV3to HOV2).As 43 percent of HOV2users are family memberscommuting
work,school, or daycarefacilities, effectiveness in trip reduction is exaggerated.Regionalaspirations
to substantially increase rideshafing will require bolder incentives combiningmoneyand time savings.

HOT LANES: A STRATEGY FOR RIDESHARING
High OccupancyToll (HOT)lanes allow SOVas well as HOV
to use the samelane (Fielding and Klein,
1993). A HOTlane uses HOV
facilities moreefficiently by giving free access to vehicles with three or
moreoccupants(HOV3)
while permitting other vehicles to pay a toll for access. Tolls should vary with
congestion to encouragea shift in departure times, increased vehicle occupancy,and to generate more
revenue. Introduction of CP would also demonstrate howadvanced technology could managetraffic
congestion.
Paying for access, with free access for HOV3,
could be a win-winsolution as it wouldmakemost people
better off:

.
°
°
°
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HOV3
and buses would encounter less congestion and attract more riders.
HOV2
users could share the cost betweenriders.
SOVusers whovalue time savings morethan the toll wouldbe better off.
Regularlanes wouldoperate moreeffectively, at least for a short time, becausemorespace
wouldbe freed up.
Air pollution wouldbe reducedbecausethere wouldbe an incentive for ridesharing.
Users wouldbe payingfor the additional capacity.
If successful, HOTlanes could be expandedonto conventional lanes.
Andtravelers wouldhave a choice: whenthey need to save time, travelers could use the
toll lanes; whenarrival time is not critical, they could save moneyby using the conventional
lanes.
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Riverside Freeway: State Route 91 (SR 91)
In the medianof SR91, the primarylink betweenOrangeand Riverside counties, the California Private
TransportationCorporation(CPTC)has beengranted the right to plan, construct, and operate four tolled
lanes for 35 years. Theselanes will operate like an HOV
facility, but unlike the usual HOV
facility,
vehicles with one or two occupantswill be permitted to enter by payingtolls. Vehicleswith three or more
(HOV3)
will travel free at first, and at a discountlater, shouldtheir use jeopardizethe economic
viability
of the project. But howwill tolls affect AVO
in these lanes?
Congestionon Route91 is aJready severe for five hours each day and expandingas travelers shift to the
shoulder of the peak to avoid congestion. Caltrans had planned HOVlanes in the median. Twolanes
were to have been built initially with provision for expansionto four HOV
lanes. Theyhad cleared the
project environmentally,but had insufficient moneyfor construction. Byusing private funds, lanes will
be constructed sooner and state funds can be shifted to higher priority construction projects.
Bymakingexcess HOV
lane capacity available to toll-paying vehicles, CPTC
estimates that tolls will be
sufficient to cover operating and maintenancecost as well as a 17 percent rate of return on investment.
Theprivate firm can earn an additional 6 percent by increasing vehicle occupancy- promotingrideshafing
and transit. Excess incomewill be shared with the state.
Preliminarystudies estimate that, during peakhours, travelers wouldbe willing to pay a toll of $2.50for
the time saved by using the HOTlanes. Discounts will be offered whenthe highwayis uncongested.
Tolls will vary in response to demand.Prices will be increased during peakperiods to avoid congesting
the restricted lanes, with roadwaysigns designed to flash numbersas high as $9.99. The aim is to
maintain speed so that patrons save time comparedto users of the unrestricted lanes. Toll will be based
on a value of time saved - estimated at $0.22 per minute, for peak-period commutersin single-occupant
vehicles. Duringthe shoulder of the peak and the off-peak periods, tolls will be loweredautomatically
to encourageuse.
Fortune Magazine,April 5, 1993, summarizesoperations as follows:
The newroad’s most appealing feature is its ability to operate without toll plazas,
which often cause backups. To enter the fast lane, a car must have an automatic
vehicle identification (AVI)tag clipped to its rearviewminor. Thetag, whichis being
developed by MFS(Omaha, Nebraska) and Texas Instruments, could cost drivers
around $30. Aboutthe size of a credit card but twice as thick, it incorporates a
microchip,an antenna,and a lithium battery. Asa car approachesthe toll road, the card
exchangesradio signals with the highway’scomputers, whichcharge the toll against
the driver’s prepaid account,typically $80 a month.If a car has no AVItag, the system
will alert a waitinghighwaypatrolmanto nab the interloper or will videotapethe car’s
license place for ticketing by mail.

Effect of congestion pricing on ritiesharing
Both Caltrans and the Federal HighwayAdministration (FHWA)
are troubled by possible adverse effects
of HOTlanes on ridesharing. The FWHA
has announced that proposals allowing SOVto buy into HOV
lanes wouldbe excluded from congestion pricing demonstrationprojects because: "HOVbuy-in projects
wouldnot promotethe congestionrelief and related air quality and energyconservationobjectives of the
ISTEA."(Ee, dmaLKeaJ,s~.June 16, 1993).
Skepticismhas also been expressedby regional transportation and air quality control agencies. Thet990
Amendments
to the federal Clean Air Act allocate increased powerto regional agencies to ensure that
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highwayprojects contribute to the improvementof air quality. The RegionalMobility Plan adopted by
SCAGseeks to achieve an AVOof 1 o5 passengers by 1999, and SCAQMD
and environmental groups
monitorall highwayproposals to ensure that they are consistent with this objective. Concernover the
possible impact on ridesharing of the SR91 proposal delayed its inclusion in the Plan. It was only
included after the private developer agreed to sign a Memorandum
of Understandingthat requires the
developer to achieve an AVO
of 1.5 on the facility by 1999or allow two of the lanes to be converted to
regular HOVlanes. Fear about detrimental effects has hindered progress on HOTlanes. Therefore,
simulation of future vehicle and persontrips on SR91 can assist policymakersto understandthe potential
benefits.

PROJECTED TRIP AND VEHICLE DEMAND
A simulation modelis used to test the hypothesis that the HOTlanes will lower AVO
and congestion on
SR91. AVOand average congestion delay are compared for I996, 2000, 2005, and 2010 under two
scenarios: four conventional plus two HOV
lanes, and four conventional plus two HOTlanes. (The two
HOV
or HOTlanes are sometimereferred to as the controlled lanes). Three levels of toll are analyzed
(Table 1). Anequilibration approachis used to account for capacity constraints. Onlypeak, afternoon
travel in the eastbounddirection is considered. Underboth ~cenarios, the total demandfor vehicle trips
is predeterminedfor each year. Wilbur SmithAssociates (1992) projected daily vehicle trips on SR91
for each year. Aconstant 14.5 percent of these daily vehicle trips are assumedto be during the afternoon
peakin the eastbounddirection, based on 1990traffic counts at the countyboundary.Persontrips are not
given; they are determinedby the simulation of travel behavior.

Simulation model
The demandside simulation is a logit modeladapted from a traffic and revenue study of SR91(Wilbur
SmithAssociates, 1992). It wasestimated with a stated-preference survey over five alternatives: 1) SOV
on the conventional lanes; 2) HOV2
on the conventional lanes; 3) SOVon the controlled lanes; 4) HOV2
on the controlled lanes; and 5) HOV3
on the controlled lanes. Only travel time (in minutes with
coefficient of -0o 118) and toll charges (in U.S. dollars with a coefficient of -0.532) are specified
alternative attributes. Nopersonal attributes are specified. Alternative-specific constants for the above
alternatives 2 to 5 (-0.594, -1.65, -2.50, and -2.17, respectively)are specified to accountfor unmeasurea:!
differences.
Thesupplyside simulation is simplyonewheretravel time equals a constant, plus a congestiondelay terra
proportional to (V/C)~ with k=4, whereV and C are vehicle volumeand capacity of a given facility
respectively. The values for the constant and proportion assumethat average speed decreases from 60
to 40 miles per hour as V/Crises from zero to one. Capacity C varies between the conventional and
controlled lanes. The Bureauof Public Roads(1964) and Small, Winston,and Evans(1989) use the
form of this supply modelwith k=4.
The simulation process begins with starting values of vehicle volumeson each facility. Using these
vehicle volumes,the supply modelpredicts travel times for each facility° Usingthese travel times and
the given level of toll, the demandmodelpredicts the numberof person trips for each occupancytype and
facility. Persontrips are then convertedto vehicle trips for each facility, whichin turn are compared
with
the starting values. If the difference is less than a preset tolerance for each facility, convergenceis
achieved.
The total demandfor person trips is adjusted so that the numberof vehicle trips at convergenceequals
the total demandfor vehicle trips projected by WilburSmith Associates. This adjustment is necessary
becausethe projected demandfor travel by WSA
is numberof vehicle trips. This adjustmentis achieved
through an iterative process coupled with the equilibration described above. For a given projected
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demandfor vehicle trips by WSA,the adjustment begins with somesmall numberof person trips. (A
goodstarting point is the projected numberof vehicle trips.) At convergence,a newnumberof vehicle
trips is obtained, which is then comparedwith the projected demandby WSA.If these two numbers
differ by less than a preset amount,the adjustmentstops. If they differ by morethan the preset amount,
a larger numberof person trips is used and the adjustmentcontinues.
Anaverage occupancyof 3.6 for HOV3
vehicles is assumed.Additionally, it is assumedthat 90 percent
of HOV3
vehicles purchasetransponders to travel free in the controlled lanes; the remaining10 percent
travel in the conventional lanes (WSA,1992).

Simulation results
Table 1 summarizesthe results using three levels of toll. The AVO
is higher under the HOTalternatives
than under HOV
until 2005. In the latter years, higher tolls are required in order to discourage SOVs
from crowdingout HOV3.In 2005, AVO
increases from 1.33 to 1.4I whenthe toll increases from $1.00
to $3.00. Asimilar result is observedin 2010. Altering the price is not an option for HOV
lanes.
Thehypothesisthat HOT
lanes using electronic road pricing will discourageridesharing is not supported°
In most instances, AVO
is increased, and tolls can be r’dJsed to achieve this objective. Use of the
controlled lanes is attractive to HOV2
becausetoil cost is shared.
Theeffect on congestion appears to contradict the common
belief that an increase in AVO
wouldreduce
congestion. AlthoughAVO
is higher under the HOTthan under the HOV
alternatives in most instances,
congestion delay is higher under HOTthan under HOValternatives in most instances.
But AVO
and congestion delay can increase together. The common
belief is correct along a single route,
for a given demandfor person trips, becausecongestion delay is positively related to vehicle volume,
whichin turn is inversely related to AVO.It is unclear, however,whetherthe common
belief is correct
whentravel choice is controlled. Table 1 illustrates situations in whichthe controlled lanes (HOTand
HOV)operate as separate, although adjacent, facilities. In somerespects, they operate as two parallel
routes.
If this effect on congestionis reasonable, then public policies that aim to reduce congestionby raising
AVO
should be reevaluated. In one of the simulations (not reported in Table 1) entry to the HOV
lanes
was restricted to HOV3+
vehicles; equivalent to those with free access to the HOTlanes. The AVO
increased to 1.52 in 2005 and 1.66 in 2010. Averagecongestion delay, however,increased to 10.53 and
12.17 respectively. AnAVO
exceeding1.5 is achieved, but at high social cost.
Thecurrent modelhas three mainlimitations. First, as it is restricted to the afternoonpeak, it does not
allow travelers to moveto off-peak periods so as to avoid the higher toils. Simulationof the entire day
wouldallow this behavior to occur. Althoughair quality agencies are primarily interested in increasing
AVOto reduce vehicle travel, highwayagencies are equally concerned with reducing congestion. Our
results indicate that congestion delays are greater whenroad pricing is comparedwith the HOV
scenario.
Perhaps negative opinions expressed by the federal highwayagency towards HOTlanes have merit.
Second, as personal attributes are not included in the current model, it does not allow for behavioral
differences amongtravelers with different attributes. Third, as current tolls are set exogenously,they do
not necessarily reflect the marginalsocial costs of travel. Usinga modearid scheduling choice model,
Chu(1993) calculates tolls endogenously.
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Table 1. Simulation Results: AverageVehicle Occupancy, AverageCongestion Delay,
and Vehicle and Person Shares by Occupancyand Facility

Vehicle Shares
Average
Average
CongesOccupancy
Vehicle
tion ..........................
Occupancy
Delay
SOV HOV2 HOV3
(2)
(31
(4) (5) (6)

(1)

Person Shares

Uncontrolled
Lanes

Occupancy
..........................
SOV HOV2 HOV3
(8)
(9)

Uncontrolled
Lanes
(I 1)

1996
2HOT:I00
2HOT:200
2HOT:300

1.30
1.32
1.33

3°68
4.39
5.01

.757
.747
.740

.209
.213
.215

.034
.040
.045

2HOV:2+

1.21

4.14

.876 .070 .054

2HOT: 100
2HOT:200
2HOT:300

1.31
1.33
1.36

4.82
5.68
6.43

.753
.740
.731

2HOV:2+

1.26

.829
°862
.887
.876

583 .322
567 .324
556 .323
.724

.115

.095
.109
.121
.160

.782
.804
.819
.724

2000

5.28

°849

.208
.213
.215
.085

.039
.047
.054

.066

.805
.838
.861
.849

575 .318
.554 .319
.539 .317
.677

.107
.127
.144

. 135 .188

°756
.772
.783
.677

2005
2HOT: 100
2HOT:200
2HOT:300

1.33
1.37
1.41

6.98
7.81
8.60

.746
.727
.711

.207
.212
.214

2HOV:2+

1 °34

6.93

.800 .113

.047
.061
.075
.087

.764
.790
.811

.562 .311
.531 .310
.505 .305

.128
.159
.191

.708
.713
.714

.800

.597 .168

.234

.597

.741
.762
.779

.554 .307
.518 .304
.485 .297

.139
.178
.218

.683
.679
.674

.....................................................................................................................................

2010
2HOT:100
2HOT:200
2HOT:300
2HOV:2+

1.34
1.39
1.44
1.39

9.05
9.69
10.31

.743
.720
.699

8.45

.769

.206
.211
.214
.131

.052
.069
.087
.101

.769

.552

.187

.261

.552

Notes: Column(1) lists years, scenarios, and levels of toll. There are six lanes: four uncontrolled and two
controlled lanes (HOTor HOV)operating eastbound during four peak hours. Underscenario 2HOT,vehicles with
three or more travel free, and others pay to travel in the two controlled lanes. Underscenario 2HOV:2+,
only
vehicles with two or more maytravel in the two controlled lanes. Column(2) gives average vehicle occupancy
for all lanes. Column(3) gives averagecongestion delay per person in minutes for all lanes. Columns
(4)-(6)
to 1, and give vehicle shares by occupancyfor all lanes. Column(7) gives share of vehicles using the four
uncontrolled lanes. Columns(8)-(11) are the sameas (4)-(7) except for person shares. The proportion of
paying the toll under the HOTscenarios is I - (Column7 + Column6).
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